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ABSTRACT
We propose a uni�ed product embedded representation that is opti-
mized for the task of retrieval-based product recommendation. To
this end, we introduce a new way to fuse modality-speci�c product
embeddings into a joint product embedding, in order to leverage
both product content information, such as textual descriptions and
images, and product collaborative �ltering signal. By introducing
the fusion step at the very end of our architecture, we are able
to train each modality separately, allowing us to keep a modu-
lar architecture that is preferable in real-world recommendation
deployments. We analyze our performance on normal and hard
recommendation setups such as cold-start and cross-category rec-
ommendations and achieve good performance on a large product
shopping dataset.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online product recommendation is now a key driver of demand, not
only in E-commerce businesses that recommend physical products,
such as Amazon [23], TaoBao [41] and Ebay [1], but also in online
websites that recommend digital content such as news (Yahoo! - [2],
Google - [22]), movies (Net�ix - [4]), music (Spotify - [16]), videos
(YouTube - [8]) and games (Xbox - [20]).

One of the most popular architectures for recommendation at
scale (see [24], [7], [8]) divides the recommendation process in
two stages: a candidate generation stage that prunes the number of
recommendable items from a volume of potentially billions of items
to a couple of hundreds, followed by a second item selection stage
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that decides the �nal set of items to be displayed to the user,(see
Figure 3 in the Appendix for more details).

Due to lower constraints on the latency and the potential impact
resulting from an improvement on the candidate generation stage,
we choose to concentrate our e�orts on the task of optimal can-
didate generation. We formalize the problem as a link prediction
task, where given a set of past pairs of co-purchased products we
try to predict the probability of being cobought for unseen pairs of
products. Related work in representation learning for recommen-
dation investigated the use of both collaborative �ltering [9] and
content information [25], but to our knowledge, there has been no
a�empt to unify them in a single representation. We see this as
an opportunity to investigate the leveraging e�ect of generating a
Specialized Joint Representation via a deep-learning approach.

In order to achieve this, we propose Content2Vec - a modular
deep architecture that leverages state-of-the-art architectures for
generating embedded representations for image, text and collab-
orative �ltering (CF) input, re-specializes the resulting product
embeddings and combines them into a single product vector. �is is
a very general architecture that can plugin any neural networks for
modeling the input information and re-use them for the problem
of product recommendation.

We argue that a modular architecture coupled with a module-
by-module training is the easiest way to put such a complex model
in production. In Content2Vec, most of the computation is spent
on modeling the modality-speci�c representations, which in the
case of periodic retraining should be able to leverage the previous
models as the initialization states and converge very fast on the
new input data. Furthermore, using pre-trained models for each
modality allows us to leverage external sources of data and do trans-
fer learning, whose value was repeatedly con�rmed([42],[39]).

In the following, we formally de�ne the set of associated require-
ments that de�ne an optimal product embedding:

• Relevance: the representation should be optimized for
product recommendation relevance, as measured by the as-
sociated target metrics (modeling it as a link prediction task
and optimizing for the AUC of product pair prediction).

• Coverage: the representation should leverage all available
product information (in our case, all product information
available in the product catalog together with observed
product co-occurrences).

• Cross-modality expressiveness: the representation should
be able to account for interactions between various in-
formation sources such as text and image (can take into
account the fact that the word ”red” and the ”red” color
detector are correlated).
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• Robustness: the representation should operate well (rec-
ommendation performance will not degrade dramatically)
in hard recommendation situations such as product cold-
start (new products, new product pairs) and cross-category
recommendation. �ese are important use-cases in prod-
uct recommendation, when the product catalog has high
churn (as in the case of �ash sales websites or classi�eds)
or the recommendation needs to leverage cross-advertiser
signal (as in the case of new users and user acquisition
advertising campaigns). �is is a di�erent goal from sim-
ply trying to optimize for relevance metrics, due to the
inherent limitations of o�ine metrics in predicting future
online performance.

• Retrieval-optimized: the representation should be adapted
to a content-retrieval setup, both on the query and on the
indexing side, meaning that the vectors should be either
small, sparse or both.

We analyze the performance of our proposed architecture on the
�ve requirements presented above on an Amazon dataset [25] that
contain information on co-purchased products. We report our
improvements versus text, image ([25]) and collaborative-�ltering
([9]) based baselines - and a simple combination of the three. We
show improvements both on normal and hard recommendation
regimes such as cold-start and cross-category setups.

Our main contributions are the following:

• We propose a novel way of integrating deep-learning item
representation in the context of large scale recommender
system with a two-stage serving architecture and intro-
duce the new task of Specialized Joint Representation for
optimal candidate selection in both cold start and normal
recommendation setups.

• We introduce a new deep architecture that merges content
and collaborative �ltering signal for the task of product rec-
ommendation and propose the Cross Interaction Unit (CIU),
a new learning component that models the joint product
representation. We benchmark the di�erent architectures
in two experimental setups (hard cold start, cross-category)
that test the robustness of our architecture.

�e rest of the paper goes as follows: In Section 2, we cover previous
related work and the relationship with our method. In Section 3,
we present an overview of our new architecture and how we learn
to compute similarities between products.

Section 4 details the Content-speci�c embedding modules that
are used to build several representations from the di�erent modali-
ties: text, image and collaborative �ltering data. In Section 5, we
propose several architectures to fuse the modality-speci�c signals
and build a uni�ed product embedding. In Section 6, we present
the experimental setup and go over the results in Section 6.2. In
Section 7, we summarize our �ndings and conclude with future
directions of research.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work �ts in the new wave of deep learning based recommen-
dation solutions, that similarly to classical approaches can fall into

tree categories, namely collaborative �ltering based, content based
or hybrid approaches.

2.1 Collaborative �ltering methods
Several approaches use neural networks to build be�er item rep-
resentations based on the co-occurrence matrix. �e Prod2Vec
algorithm [9] implements Word2Vec ([27], [34]), an algorithm that
is at origin a shallow neural language model, on sequences of prod-
uct ids, to reach a low-dimensional representation of each product.
Among other embedding solutions that use the item relationship
graph are the more recent extensions to Word2Vec algorithm such
as Glove [31], SWIVEL [34], the graph embedding solutions pro-
posed in Node2Vec [10] and SDNE [40].

2.2 Content based methods
Content-based methods recommend an item to a user based upon
an item description and a user pro�le ([30]). �is idea was deeply
investigated in the information retrieval literature: in the context of
web search, DSSM [14] and its extensions [35](C-DSSM) and [33]
are some of the successful methods that specialize query and docu-
ment text embedding in order to predict implicit feedback signal
such as document click-through rate. In the context of product rec-
ommendation, [25] feed a pre-trained CNN with products images.
�e network was pretrained on the ImageNet dataset, an image
classi�cation task that is very di�erent from the task of image-based
product recommendation. �e last layer of the network is used as
the product embedding. �is representation is subsequently used
to compute similarities between products. Similarly, the authors
in [37] use CNNs to compute similarities between songs. [42] the
authors show that the low layers of DNNs trained on di�erent tasks
are o�en similar and that good performance can be reached by
�ne-tuning a network previously trained on another task. In the
case of recommendation systems, this �ne tuning was implemented
in [39], where the authors specialize a GoogLeNet architecture for
predicting cobought events based on product pictures.

�e performance of Collaborative Filtering (CF) models is o�en
higher than that of content-based ones but it su�ers from the cold-
start problem. To take advantage of the best of both worlds, hybrid
models use both sources of information in order to make recom-
mendations. One possible way to incorporate product information
is using it as side information in the product sequence model, as
proposed in Meta-Prod2Vec [38], leading to be�er product embed-
dings for products with low signal (low number of co-occurrences).
In this work we continue the investigation of using both types of
signal, this time both at training and product recommendation time.

2.3 Modeling Second Order Interactions
Modeling second order interactions is a key problem in Machine
Learning since the introduction of the kernel trick by [5]. Recently,
real world applications have approximated polynomial kernels by
explicit cross features as shown in [6]. However, this approach can
not scale to a very large number of features. Recent work proposed
as a solution to factorize the second order terms and introduce Fac-
torization Machines [32] and Field Aware Factorization Machines
[17] that have achieved state of the art performance in many predic-
tions tasks. Within the deep learning community, [33] managed to
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model second order interactions by merging information through
ReLUs. In our paper, we propose the Cross Interaction Unit, a sim-
pler solution that allows fast convergence and good performance
with modeling second order interactions.

In terms of architecture, our work is also similar to the one
proposed by [8], that introduces a scalable solution for video rec-
ommendation at YouTube. Unlike their proposed solution, where,
in order to support user vector queries, the candidate generation
step co-embeds users and items, we are interested to co-embed just
the product pairs because for most ecommerce website the number
of products is smaller than the number of website users. In our
approach, the personalization step can happen a�er the per-item
candidates are retrieved.

3 PROPOSED APPROACH: OVERVIEW
3.1 Architecture
Our proposed approach takes the idea of specializing the input
representations to the recommendation task and generalizes it for
inputs of di�erent types, in order to leverage all product information
and in particular, product images, product title and description text.

�e main criteria for the architecture is to allow for the simple
plugin of new sources of signal and for the upgrade of existing em-
bedding solutions with new versions (e.g. to replace AlexNet with
Inception NN for image processing). As a result, the Content2Vec
architecture has three types of modules, as shown in Figure 1:

• Content-speci�c embeddingmodules that take raw prod-
uct information and generate the product vectors. In this
paper we cover embedding modules for text, image, cate-
gorical a�ributes and product co-occurrences (description
of the di�erents tested modules in Section 4).

• �e Joint Product Embedding modules that merge all
the product information into a joint product representation.
�e two di�erent architectures for this module are detailed
in Section 5.

• �e Output layer that computes the probability for two
products to be cobought or not (this layer is a sigmoid
over the inner product between the two uni�ed product
embedding vectors)

Content2Vec training follows the architecture, learning module-
by-module. In the �rst stage, we initialize the content-speci�c
modules with embeddings from proxy tasks (classi�cation for image,
language modeling for text) and re-specialize them to the task of
product recommendation. For the specialization task, as mentioned
in Section 1, we frame the objective as a link prediction task where
we try to predict the pairs of products purchased together. We
describe the loss function in Section 3.2 and the di�erent modules
in Section 4.

In the second stage, we concatenate the modality-speci�c em-
bedding vectors generated in the �rst stage into a general product
vector that is fusioned into a joint representation using the second
module. �is will be described in depth in Section 5.

Finally, in the third stage, given the updated product vectors
from stage two, we compute the �nal probability of being cobought
using the output layer.

Figure 1: Content2Vec architecture combines content-
speci�cmodules to produce embedding vector for each prod-
uct, then uses these vectors to compute similarities between
products. �e modality-speci�c modules are presented in
section 4 and the Joint Product Embedding module in Sec-
tion 5

3.2 Learning a pair-wise item distance
We aim at learning a distance between products that is aligned with
the probability of two products being of interest for the same user.
�e previous work on learning pair-wise item distances concen-
trated on using ranking loss [26] or siamese networks with L2 loss
[11]. In [43], they introduce the logistic similarity loss :

L(θ ) =
∑
i j
−X+i j logσ (sim(ai ,bj )) − X−i j logσ (−sim(ai ,bj )) (1)

where:
θ = (ai ,bj ) is the set of model parameters, where ai and bj are the
embedding vectors for the products A and B,
X+i j is the frequency of the observed item pair ij (e.g. the frequency
of the positive pair ij),
X−i j is the frequency of the unobserved item pair ij (we assume that
all unobserved pairs are negatives),
σ is the sigmoid function
and the similarity distance is de�ned as:

sim(ai ,bj ) = α < ai ,bj > +β (2)

In the following, we detail the di�erent modules used to learn
the distance between products. Based on these modules, we can
compute some similarities between products based either on their
text, their image or their collaborative �ltering data. We combine
these metrics in the �nal module. �ese modules could also be used
on their own since they are trained separately to predict whether
two products are related or not.

4 CONTENT-SPECIFIC EMBEDDING
MODULES

Content-speci�c modules can have various architectures and are
meant to be used separately in order to increase modularity. �eir
role is to map all types of item signal into embedded representa-
tions. In Figure 2 we give an illustrative example of mapping a
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Figure 2: An example of using the content-speci�c modules
to create embedded representations of two productswith im-
ages, text and CF signal.

pair of products to their vector representations. In the following
we analyze four types of input signal and embedding solutions for
each one of them.

4.1 Embedding product images with AlexNet
For generating the image embeddings we propose reusing a model
trained for image classi�cation, as in previous work by [21] and
[13]. In [13], the authors have shown how to use the Inception
architecture [36] and specialize it for the product recommenda-
tion task. However, the Inception architecture is very deep and
requires extensive training time. For ease of experimentation we
use AlexNet, which is a simpler architecture that was also a winner
on the ImageNet task [21] prior to Inception NN or more recently to
ResNet [12]. In section 6.2 we will show that, even if simpler, when
combined with additional product text information, the AlexNet-
based solution can perform very well on the recommendation task.

For our experiments, we use the pretrained version of AlexNet
available on Toronto’s university website. Our architecture can be
seen as a siamese network: the same network is used to build the
representation of product A and product B based on their respec-
tive image. We specialize the fc7 layer (last layer of AlexNet) to
detect product similarities by minimizing the negative sampling
loss presented in the previous section. In eq.1, ai is the value of
the fc7 layer when the input is the image of product A and bj the
same for product B. We only minimize the loss with respect to the
weights between fc6 and fc7 since [42] proved that it was su�-
cient to reach good performance (and save a lot of computational
resources). At the end of the optimisation process, we reach visual
based embeddings that are specialized to predict if two products
could be co-bought or not.

4.2 Embedding product text with Word2Vec
and CNN on sentences

With this module, we want to compute products similarities based
on their text descriptions. �e module is trained in two steps. First,

we train a Word2Vec [28] model in order to reach a representation
of each word of the catalogue. �en, we train a TextCNN [18] that
combines the words representation to build a product text embed-
ding trained to detect whether two products were cobought or not.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst a�empt to employ a
TextCNN architecture for the task of product recommendation.

For generating word embeddings, we propose reusing Word2Vec,
a model for generating language models that has been employed
in a various of text understanding tasks. More recently, it has
been shown in [31] that Word2Vec is closely linked with matrix
factorization techniques applied on the word co-occurrence matrix.
We chose to train Word2Vec on the entire product catalog text
information and not use an available set of word embeddings such
as the one created on the Google Corpus. �e main reason is that the
text distribution within product descriptions is quite di�erent from
the general distribution. For example the word ’jersey’ has a very
di�erent conditional distribution within the product description
corpus versus general online text.

TextCNN o�ers a simple solution for sentence-level embeddings
using convolutions. �e convolutions act as a form of n-gram �lters,
allowing the network to embed sentence-level information. We
learn the �lters by minimizing the negative sampling loss to predict
if two products were cobought. �e trainable parameters of the
model are the weights in the convolutional layer that we call �lters.

We keep �xed the word embeddings that were trained through
Word2Vec as recommended in [18]. Using embeddings helps to
generalize to words that were not frequent in the training set. �e
architecture has the advantage to allow to choose an arbitrary
length for the text input. �e two siamese networks are fed by the
word embeddings of the �rst 10 token of the concatenated product
title and description of product A and B. We only tested with keep-
ing the �rst 10 tokens for ease of experiments (it is straightforward
to extend to a higher number of considered tokens). We provide a
comparison of performance with the image-based module in the
experiments section.

4.3 Embedding product co-occurrences with
Prod2Vec

Prod2Vec [9] is an extension of the Word2Vec algorithm to product
shopping sequences. As a result, Prod2Vec can be seen as a matrix
factorization technique on the product co-occurence matrix (see
[31]). In Content2Vec, the Prod2Vec-based similarity contains all
of the information that can be derived from the sequential aspect
of the user behavior, without taking into account the per-product
meta-data.

4.4 Embedding categorical product meta-data
with Meta-Prod2Vec

Meta-Prod2Vec [38] improves upon Prod2Vec by using the prod-
uct meta-data side information to regularize the �nal product em-
beddings. In Content2Vec, we can use the similar technique of
co-embedding product categorical information with product ids to
generate the embedding values for the categorical features.
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5 THE JOINT PRODUCT EMBEDDING
MODULE

With these di�erent modules, we can build several product em-
beddings that are modality-speci�c and specialized for the task of
product recommendation. In the next stage, we combine them in
order to build a uni�ed representation of the product. �is repre-
sentation will consider all the signals available on the product: text,
image and collaborative �ltering data.

5.1 Joint Product Embedding with
performance constraints

As stated in Section 1, the function of the product embedding mod-
ule is two-fold: �rst, to model all interactions that exist between the
modality-speci�c embeddings with respect to the �nal optimization
objective, and second, to approximate interaction terms between
the products that cannot be explained by a linear combination of
the modality-speci�c similarities. With this in mind, we introduce
a new type of learning unit, the Cross Interaction Unit (eq. 4).

We noteX1 (respectivelyX2) the two product embedding vectors
(obtained by stacking the modality-speci�c vectors):

X1 = [Xmod1
1 ,Xmod2

1 , ...,XmodN
1 ] (3)

wheremodi are the di�erent modalities considered by the architec-
ture. We de�ne the Cross Interaction Unit as:

y = sim(F (X1), F (X2)) + sim(X1,X2) (4)

where:
sim(., .) is a similarity function over two embedding vectors X1, X2,
F (x) is a ReLu layer.

�e F function can be seen as a module that will use information
coming from all the modalities to explain similarities that could not
be explained by simply using their linear contribution.

To be able to measure the incremental value of introducing this
residual vector we introduce a baseline architecture that computes
the �nal prediction based on the linear combination of the modality-
speci�c similarities denoted by Content2Vec-linear with the associ-
ated similarity function de�ned in eq. 5.

simc2v−l in (X1,X2) =
∑

m∈Modalit ies

wmsimm (Xm
1 ,X

m
2 ) (5)

Under this notation, the CIU-based architecture denoted as Con-
tent2Vec perf minimizes the logistic loss with the similarity function
de�ned in eq. 6.

simc2v−r es (X1,X2) =
∑

m∈(Modalit ies+Residual )
wmsimm (Xm

1 ,X
m
2 ) (6)

In order to learn the residual vector, we keep �xed the modality-
speci�c similarities and co-train the �nal weights of each of the
modalities together with the product-speci�c residual layer. For
example, in the case of using only image and text signals, our �nal
predictor can be de�ned as in the following equation where Ptxt
and Pimд are pre-set and wtxt , wimд , wr es and Pr es are learned
together:

P(pos |X1,x2) = σ
(
wtxtPtxt (pos |X txt

1 ,X txt
2 ) (7)

+wimдPimд(pos |X imд
1 ,X

imд
2 )

+wr esPr es (pos |X r es
1 ,X r es

2 )
)

with:

Pr es (pos |X1,X2) = α < F ([X txt
1 ,X

imд
1 ]), F ([X txt

2 ,X
imд
2 ]) > +β

(8)
In Section 6.2 we compare the performance of Content2Vec-perf
and Content2Vec-linear and show that, as expected, the proposed
architecture surpasses the performance of the linear model, while
allowing for a retrieval-based candidate scoring solution.

5.2 Joint Product Embedding with size
constraints

One of the main objectives of the paper is to investigate architec-
tures that can reach a uni�ed product embedded representation
that is optimized for the task of retrieval-based product recommen-
dation. In order to enable an e�cient retrieval task ([15] and [3]),
we implement an architecture that places a constraint on the size
of the �nal vector representing the product of small dimension
(we set arbitrarily the allowed dimension to 200 in our case). To
this end, we represent the product representation module by a
fully connected ReLU layer that compresses the representation of
the product into a vector of size 200. �is layer takes as input a
concatenated version of all the vectors available on the products
from the modality-speci�c modules. A�er this compression layer,
we reach one uni�ed vector for product A and one uni�ed vector
for product B. �ese vectors are then used to compute product
similarities by computing the inner product between two products
representations. In the following, we will refer to this architecture
by Content2Vec-compressed.

�e product representations coming from the modality-speci�c
modules are already relevant w.t.r.t the �nal task of product pair
prediction, as shown by the performance of Image and TextCNN
baselines in section 6.2. In order to avoid losing information coming
from the concatenated vector representation, di�erent initializa-
tions of the fully connected layer are possible. Of course, the initial-
isation that would keep the incoming information from the trained
modalities networks would be a layer close to the identity matrix .
One way to approximate this objective would be to compute the
PCA over vector representation of the full training dataset, but this
is computationally expensive. We propose a simpler initialization
that considers 200 random products (the number of products con-
sidered is de�ned by the dimension we want to impose to the �nal
vector) from the training dataset and uses their representation as
rows of the matrix. Hence, at the beginning, the layer will com-
pute the similarities between each product and these 200 source
products.
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Model trained on Books dataset Books Movies Mixed
Modality Baselines
ImageCNN 81% 78% 64%
TextCNN 72% 79% 76%
Fusion Baselines
Fusion-linear 83% 83% 76%
Fusion-crossfeat 86% 83% 83%

Our approaches
Content2Vec-compressed 85% 81% 64%
Content2Vec-perf 89% 83% 77%

Model trained on Movies dataset Movies Books Mixed
Modality Baselines
ImageCNN 92% 59% 60%
TextCNN 90% 63% 65%
Fusion Baselines
Fusion-linear 94% 64% 65%
Fusion-crossfeat 94% 62% 63%
Our approaches
Content2Vec-compressed 95% 54% 58%
Content2Vec-perf 95% 60% 66%

Table 1: Comparative results in terms of AUC between the di�erent architectures on the hard cold start dataset (test set: same
category as during training, di�erent category as during training, mixed category)

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1 Dataset
We perform our evaluation on the publicly available Amazon dataset
[25] that represents a collection of products that were co-bought on
the Amazon website. Each item has a rich description containing
product image, text and category. In terms of dimensionality, the
dataset contains around 10M pairs of products. We concentrate
on the subgraph of Book and Movie product pairs, because both
categories are large and they have a reasonable sized intersection.
�is allows us to look at recommendation performance on cross-
category pairs (to evaluate a model trained only on Book pairs on
predicting Movie co-bought items) and mixed category pairs (to
evaluate the models on Book-Movie product pairs).

Based on the full Book & Movies data we generate two datasets
with di�erent characteristics:

• �e �rst dataset simulates ahard cold start regime, where
all product pairs used in validation and testing are over
products unseen in training. �is tests the hardest recom-
mendation setup, where all testing data is new. We decided
to bench all of our hyperparameters on this regime and use
the best setup on all datasets, since tuning on the harder
dataset ensures the best generalization error (results shown
in Table 1).

• �e second dataset simulates a so� cold start regime,
where some of the products in the test set are available at
training time. �e dataset is generated by taking the top
200k most connected products in the original dataset and

sampling 10% of the links between them (results shown in
Table 2).

Hyper-parameters. We �xed the sizes of embedding vectors for
image CNN module to 4096 hidden units, for text CNN module
to 256, for Prod2Vec module to 50, for residual representation to
128. For optimization, we use the Adam algorithm ([19]) and we
manually set the initial learning rate based on the validation set
performance. �e batch sizes vary for di�erent datasets. We train
all the models until validation set performance stops increasing.

Loss. Instead of minimizing the logistic loss, we minimize the
Negative Sampling loss [29] which is a fast approximation of the
logistic loss. �e prediction step can scale up to a large number of
items, by using all positive pairs and sampling the negatives on the
�y.

Evaluation task. We evaluate the recommendation methods on
the product link prediction task, similar to [13]. We consider the
observed product pairs as positive examples and all unknown pairs
as negatives. We generate negative pairs according to the frequency
of the products in the positive pairs (negative examples between
popular products are more likely to be generated) with a positive
to negative ratio of 1:2.

Evaluation metrics. For the link prediction task, we use the Area
Under Curve of the Precision/Recall ( curve as our evaluation metric.

Baselines. We introduce several baselines and compare their per-
formances with our proposed architectures:
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Recommendation Models Test
Baselines
ImageCNN 80%
TextCNN 78%
Prod2vec 86%
Fusion-linear 88%
Fusion-linear+ 89%
Without Prod2vec signal
Content2vec-compressed 87%
Content2vec-perf 89%
With Prod2vec signal
Content2vec-compressed+ 89%
Content2vec-perf+ 92%

Table 2: Comparative results in terms of Area Under Precision-Recall Curve (AUPRC) between the di�erent architectures on
the so� cold start dataset

• ImageCNN : prediction based on specialized image embed-
dings similarity (that previously showed state-of-the-art
results on the Amazon dataset [25])

• TextCNN : prediction based on specialized text embeddings
similarity

• Prod2Vec: prediction based on the product vectors coming
from the decomposition of the co-purchase matrix

• Fusion-Linear : prediction based on the linear combination
of text and image similarities

• Fusion-Crossfeat: prediction based on the linear combina-
tion of discretized image and text similarities and their
conjuctions: we bucketize the text and image-speci�c sim-
ilarity scores and create explicit feature conjunctions be-
tween them.

Our approaches.

• Content2Vec-compressed: prediction based on the compressed
version of the product representation

• Content2Vec-perf : prediction based on the linear combi-
nation of text and image similarities plus product-level
residual vectors similarities

• Content2Vec+: prediction based on the ensemble of Prod2Vec
and Content2Vec models

6.2 Results
�e two following tables (Tables 1, 2) correspond to the two types
of dataset we consider: the hard cold start dataset where all product
pairs used in validation and testing are over products unseen in
training and the so� one where some of the products in the test set
are available at training time.

6.2.1 Di�erence of performance between baselines. To
the best of our knowledge, no study has been made so far on the
performance of TextCNN in the recommendation system se�ing.
We observe that it is slightly worse than ImageCNN when evaluated
on the same product category it was trained. On the mixed dataset
(pairs of products from both Books and Movies), TextCNN general-
ize be�er than ImageCNN. We cannot bench Prod2Vec on the hard

cold start dataset since no collaborative �ltering data on the test
products were available at training time. When good collaborative
�ltering data is available, Prod2Vec outperfoms both TextCNN and
ImageCNN but the performance of Prod2Vec strongly depends on
the degree of connectivity of the products graph. For new products,
Prod2Vec can not be used.

6.2.2 Combining product signals. �e results show that �rst
our two main proposed method Content2Vec-compressed and Con-
tent2Vec perf can leverage the additional signal provided by each of
the input modalities in a joint manner and leads to signi�cant gains
in AUC versus the one-signal baselines (ImageCNN, TextCNN) and
their linear combination (Content2Vec-linear).

From the point of view of robustness, Content2Vec-perf learns
product representations that perform be�er than the baseline meth-
ods on out-of-sample recommendations such as cross-category
pairs and mixed-category pairs (Table 1). However, there still exists
a gap for improvement.

6.2.3 Tradeo�betweenperformance and reaching a com-
pressed product representation. Content2Vec-compressed per-
forms slightly worse than Content2Vec-perf but it uses a more
compressed representation than enables a more e�cient retrieval
system. We also remark that the distance and the representation
learned by Content2Vec-compressed is more category-speci�c that
Content2Vec-perf since Content2Vec-perf is performing be�er in the
cross-category se�ing. Besides, the training time before reaching
a good Content2Vec-compressed model is higher than Content2Vec-
perf. Hence, there exists a clear trade-o� in order to choose be-
tween Content2Vec-perf and Content2Vec-compressed: in terms of
prediction performance, training time and cross-category e�ciency,
Content2Vec-perf has be�er results, while Content2Vec-compressed
still achieves good prediction performance and o�ers a compressed
product representation.

6.2.4 IncorporatingProd2Vec signal. Content2Vec-perf+, our
proposed hybrid architecture that combines content and CF signal
achieves be�er performance than the content and CF-only models.
It con�rms that even on a se�ing where good collaborative data
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are available, the representation can be improved by using all other
signals. We �nd also interesting that our content-based method
Content2Vec-perf has a similar performance than a collaborative-
�ltering based method such as Prod2Vec.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose Content2vec, a new product representation
architecture which addresses most of the requirements outlined in
the Joint Product Representation task. It generates relevant repre-
sentations by optimizing for the target o�ine metric i.e AUC of
hold-out product pairs prediction and covers all input signal by
using a representation module for each type of signal. It also o�ers
cross-modality expressiveness by the introduction of the product
embeddings modules and optionally pair-wise expressiveness in the
pair embedding module, passes robustness checks by performing
be�er than baselines on hard cold start and cross-category evalua-
tion tasks, and o�ers the possibility for retrieval-optimized vectors
with the Content2vec-compressed version.

�is work has several key contributions: We develop a method
that is able to use all product signal for the task of product rec-
ommendation using a modular architecture that can leverage fast
evolving solutions for each type of input modality. We de�ne a set
of requirements for evaluating the resulting product embeddings
and show that our method leads to signi�cant improvements over
the single signal approaches on hard recommendation situations
such as cold-start and cross-category evaluation. We show how to
build a compressed product representation that is able to take into
consideration all signal available on the product to perform well on
some hard cold start se�ing and improve the collaborative �ltering
representation in a normal recommendation scenario. Finally, in
order to model the joint aspects of the product embedding with
keeping some linearities in the model we introduce a new type of
learning unit, named Cross Interaction Unit and show the resulting
gains on a real product co-purchases dataset.

For the next steps, we would like to improve Content2vec for cross-
category tasks and impose some sparsity constraints on product
representations to increase the performance of the �nal product
retrieval system.
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A INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE
RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM

Figure 3: 2-Stage Recommender System Architecture.
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